User's Manual for the Bicycle with Two Child Seats
• Headrest

1. Rotate the control knob to the 6 o'clock position to unlock. Then, adjust the
headrest by moving up and down.
2. After adjustment, rotate the control knob to the 9:15 position to lock.
Caution! Be careful not to get your fingers caught when moving the headrest.

• Footrest

1. Pull out both right and left knobs at the same time.
2. Rotate the knob backwards in a pulled-out position.
3. Adjust the footrest by moving up and down.
4. After the footrest is adjusted, push the knobs back to the original position.
*Please close the footrest when you use the child seat as a basket.

• Bicycle Bell

Twist the black part of the left handle.

• Child Handlebar

Press the left and right release buttons simultaneously and rotate the handle bar to
adjust.

• Safety Harness
Bridgestone 3-Point Safety Harness

Left: Bridgestone

Right: OGK

Bridgestone 3-Point Safety Harness

OGK 5-Point Safety Harness

1. Press the buckle release button and undo the straps.
(Left and right work independently)
2. Adjust the length of each strap.
3. Push the strap tongues back into the buckle.

OGK 5-Point Safety Harness
1. Press the buckle release button and undo the straps.
2. Adjust the length of each strap.
3. After adjustment, connect the two shoulder strap tongues ① and ② together (so it
looks similar to strap ③) and then push firmly into the strap buckle.

• Handle Lock (The lever on the right side of the handle bar stabilizes the
handle bar.)
Lock Lever

Lock Lever

Release Lever

Locking the Handle
1. While pushing up the release lever with your index finger, press down the lock lever.
2. Let your finger off the release lever, once the lock lever starts to move,
3. Pull down the lock lever until it clicks.
● Locked Position
*The handle will not rotate when usual strength is applied.
Shift the knob to the position
Releasing the Lock
1. Push the release lever up with your index finger.
*The lock lever will return to the top position.
● Released Position
Caution! Please do not hang a grocery bag on the lock lover.
*It may lock the handle bar while riding.

• Rear child Seat (Some Model Type Only) - Using it as a Basket

Left
(Open)

Right
(Close)

1. Move the slide lock to the left.
2. Open the side covers to both sides.
3. When carrying a child, close the side covers and move the slide lock to right.

• Double Stand

Lock the double stand in the
parking position.

• Bicycle Headlight

Slide headlight switch at the bottom
back and forward to adjust.
Back (Default Setting): Automatically
turns on
Front: Always on

